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1. Product introduction 
Q H - M A6  uses a full-view HD  LCD display,  with 1 4 4 0 P HD video recording,  infrared night vision,  

video pre-recording/post- recording, one-key boot recording and other functions; it adopts a new design 

concept, Fashionable appearance,  simple style,  small size,  comprehensive functions,  quick to use,  can fully 

meet the needs of forensic shooting in various fields.  Various texts,      logos can be customized on the 

front of the body. They  can  be widely  used  in  public  security,  inspection,  law,  division,  armed  police,  

industry  and commerce,  taxation,  and other law enforcement agencies.  

 

2.  Main Feature: 

     The highest video resolution is 1440p, MP4 format, multi gear adjustable. 
     The highest photo pixel 48M, JPEG format, multi gear adjustable. 

     120 ° wide-angle lens, maximum 8 times digital zoom. 

     2.0-inch high-definition LCD display screen. 

     Automatic/manual infrared switching, 2 high-power infrared leds. 

     Two replaceable 1950mah cycle rechargeable lithium batteries,  equipped with a special charging base, 

which can  upload data while  charging.  The charging time  is  less than  3   hours,  and can charge the  law 

enforcement instrument and standby battery at the same time.
 

     IP Rating IP66. 

 



 

3.  Specification 
 
 Chip type MSTAR 8328 

 
Basic     

parameters 

SENSOR CMOS 

Display 
2.0-inch   HD   LCD   display,   screen   brightness   adjustable   
in multiple gears 

Video compression H.264 

Video resolution 
2560x1440   30P/2304x1296   30P/1920x1080   30P   
1280x720 60P / 30P 848X480 60P / 30P 

Photo format JPEG 

Photo pixels 

48M, 36M (8000X4500), 33M (7696X4329), 16M 
(4608x3456), 12M (4000x3000), 8M (3200x2400), 5M 
(2560x1920) 

Wide angle ≧120° 

Video format MP4 

Audio format WAV 

Luminous compensation LED white light 1pcs and Infrared lights 2pcs 

Infrared night vision 
Automatic   infrared   night  vision  on  /  off,  automatic  
filter switching, clear face within 10 meters 

Camera timer 3s、  5s、  10s、30s、  60s 

Continuous shooting 

It has the function of continuous shooting of 5 / 10 / 15 / 20 
/ 25 /  50  photos,  and continuous shooting by long pressing 
the photo   key   and   stopping   after   releasing.   The   
continuous shooting speed is greater than 10 photos / s 

Data interface Mini USB, SIM, 14pisn multi function interface 

Battery Dual replaceable batteries, 1950mah 

Working time 3 hours in one piece; recording time: 9 hours in two pieces. 

Charging time ≤ 3h 
Replace the 
battery 

Replace  the  backup  battery  without  power failure,  and  
can record continuously for 10 minutes at 1080p resolution 

 Memory 16/32/64/128GB 
 Dimensions 95x 60x 33 5mm 
 Weight 155g + 15g ( Body camera + back clip) 

work 
environment 

work temperature Temperature - 30-55 C 

work humidity Humidity <90% 

IP rating IP66 

Others 

Dimensions 85x62x31mm 

weight 155g 

Box content 
Body camera,Long clip,Short clip, Battery(2pcs), Charging   
Docking,Adapter,USB cable,Battery(2pcs), Manual, 
Packing box 
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